MERIT Training Programs

Clan Lab Response Courses

Agency Hosting Requirements
MERIT Training Programs are the most unique training companies in the United States in that every program is designed by law
enforcement officers, presented by law enforcement officers, and centered around protecting every officer by offering the most
realistic and comprehensive training curriculum possible. MERIT understands the difficulty of scheduling, funding, and hosting training
opportunities. We have trained more than 15,000 first responders in 36 states.
Our courses are specifically designed for the occupation of the agency personnel. Law Enforcement, Fire, Emergency Medical Services,
Child Welfare, Probation and Parole; all find our courses informative, fun and the best they have had. In the past we have offered
agency discounts but due to supply change issues, increases in training materials and travel we have decided to maintain a low tuition
for our classes in lieu of discounting a higher tuition price. This allows all interested agencies to participate in the training.

Dates of Training:

Calendar dates consisting of 1 to 5 consecutive days. (These days may include weekends)

Training Schedule:

Availability of officers from 830-4:00 PM (Training can also be scheduled during second shift)

Location:

Hosting agencies must provide a classroom setting capable of seating the attending officers and
a location where full mock meth lab drills may be held for practical training.

Tuition:

Tuition and registration will be managed by MERIT. Checks are made payable
to MERIT Training Programs.

Class Reservations:

Class seating minimum is 10 personnel for the 40-Hr class and 15 for one day classes

Class Prerequisites:

MERIT suggests officers have an updated physical and if available, officers should bring their
agency issued response gear.

Class Notification:

With the hosting agency's permission MERIT will solicit other law enforcement interest in
attending the training, to attain the required attendance. MERIT welcomes any additional aid in
department notification from the hosting agency.

For additional information please contact the MERIT Instructors at
1-814-725-4020 or e-mail at mtousa1@gmail.com
To speak to an instructor immediately, please call 1-814-725-4020.

